Noncontact measurement of the tension of a wire by Convery, M R & McDonald, K T










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, where the wave velocity is related to the















To complete the solution we need another initial condition, corresponding to the transverse
impulse due the current pulse interacting with the magnetic eld. The Lorentz force on the
length l of wire in the magnetic eld due to current I is F = IBl=c. If this lasts for time t
the resulting impulse is P = ItBl=c = QBl=c. Only a length l of the wire experiences
this impulse, so the mass of this section is ml=L and the initial velocity is QBL=mc. In sum,







QBL=mc; jxj < l=2;
0; jxj > l=2:
(3)































The induced voltage is then
V (t) =  
Bl
c
















, independent of n. In
practice, the nite values of l and t reduce the amplitudes of the higher harmonics.
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